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Abstract
The maximum asymptotic bias of an S-estimate for regression in the linear
model is evaluated over the neighborhoods (called ðc; gÞ-neighborhoods) deﬁned by
certain special capacities, and its lower and upper bounds are derived. As special
cases, the ðc; gÞ-neighborhoods include those in terms of e-contamination, total
variation distance and Rieder’s ðe; dÞ-contamination. It is shown that when the
model distribution is normal and the ðe; dÞ-contamination neighborhood is adopted, the
lower and upper bounds of an S-estimate (including the LMS-estimate) based on a
jump function coincide with the maximum asymptotic bias. The tables of the maximum
asymptotic bias of the LMS-estimate are given. These results are an extension of
the corresponding ones due to Martin et al. (Ann. Statist. 17 (1989) 1608), who used
e-contamination neighborhoods.
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1. Introduction
In the linear regression model the least squares (LS-) estimate of regression has
been commonly used and in fact when the errors are normally distributed, it
minimizes the mean squared error in the class of all unbiased estimates. However, it
is also well known that the LS-estimate is very sensitive to slight departures from
normality or to the presence of a small proportion of outliers in the sample.
Therefore, in the situations that the model is only approximately satisﬁed or some
outliers may occur, it is desirable to use so-called robust estimates, which are not so
sensitive to such departures or outliers and do not lose good properties so much.
Various robust regression estimates have been proposed to date. As typical robust
regression estimates, there are M-estimates [13], generalized M- (GM-) estimates [7],
the least median of squares (LMS-) estimate [16], the least trimmed squares (LTS-)
estimate [17], S-estimates [19], MM-estimates [20], t-estimates [21], generalized
S- (GS-) estimates [12], the least a-quantile (LaQ-) estimates [22], the least trimmed
median (LTM-) estimates [4], deepest regression [18] and so on.
Among them, S-estimates were introduced as high breakdown estimates which
share the ﬂexibility and nice asymptotic properties M-estimates have. S-estimates
belong to the class of M-estimates with general scale and include the LMS-estimate
as an important special case. Various properties of S-estimates for regression were
studied by Martin et al. [14], Davies [5,6], He [8], Ho¨ssjer [11], He and Simpson [9],
Henning [10], Berrendero and Zamar [3] and others.
The most informative global quantitative measure to assess robustness of an
estimate is the maximum asymptotic bias of the estimate caused by deviation from
the assumed model distribution. It shows the whole performance of the estimate
from the model (i.e. no departure from the model) to the breakdown point, and
under some regularity condition its derivative equals the gross error sensitivity as a
local robustness measure. Martin et al. [14] derived the maximum asymptotic bias of
an S-estimate over the e-contamination neighborhood and showed that the minimax-
bias M-estimate, which minimizes the maximum asymptotic bias in the class of all
M-estimates with general scale, is given by an S-estimate based on a jump function.
Although they adopted e-contamination as deviation from the model, it is also
valuable to evaluate the maximum asymptotic bias of an S-estimate over
neighborhoods other than those in terms of e-contamination.
The purpose of this paper is to derive lower and upper bounds on the maximum
asymptotic bias of an S-estimate over the ðc; gÞ-neighborhoods deﬁned by certain
special capacities. The neighborhoods were studied and characterized by Ando and
Kimura [1]. As special cases they include the neighborhoods in terms of
e-contamination, total variation and Rieder’s [15] ðe; dÞ-contamination. It is shown
that when the model distribution is normal and the ðe; dÞ-contamination neighbor-
hood is adopted, the derived lower and upper bounds for an S-estimate (including
the LMS-estimate) based on a jump function coincide with the maximum asymptotic
bias. In the case of e-contamination neighborhoods, the lower and upper bounds
reduce to the maximum asymptotic bias due to Martin et al. [14]. Therefore our
results give an extension of theirs.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the deﬁnitions of the linear
regression model, S-estimates and the ðc; gÞ-neighborhoods generated by special
capacities. It also presents a characterization theorem of the ðc; gÞ-neighborhoods
due to Ando and Kimura [1], which is used throughout this paper. Section 3 derives
the lower and upper bounds for an S-estimate, following three lemmas. Section 4
considers the case that the model distribution is normal with mean vector 0 and
covariance matrix I ; the identity matrix, and shows that when the ðe; dÞ-
contamination neighborhood is adopted, the lower and upper bounds for an
S-estimate (including the LMS-estimate) based on a jump function coincide and the
maximum asymptotic bias is exactly obtained. It also gives some tables of the lower
and upper bounds for the maximum asymptotic bias of LMS estimates.
2. Preliminaries
We consider the following zero-intercept linear model:
y ¼ h00x þ u; ð2:1Þ
where x ¼ ðx1;y; xpÞ0 is a random vector in Rp; h0 ¼ ðy10;y; yp0Þ0 is the vector in
Rp of the true regression parameters and the error u is a random variable
independent of x: Let F0 be the nominal distribution function of u and G0 the
nominal distribution of x: Then the nominal distribution function H0 of ðy; xÞ is
H0ðy; xÞ ¼
Z x1
N
?
Z xp
N
F0ðy  h00sÞ dG0ðsÞ: ð2:2Þ
We assume that G0 is elliptical about the origin with a scatter matrix A: LetM be the
set of all probability distributions H on ðRpþ1;Bpþ1Þ; where Bpþ1 is the Borel s-ﬁeld
on Rpþ1: Let T be an Rp-valued functional deﬁned on M: Given a sample
ðy1; x1Þ;y; ðyn; xnÞ of size n from H; we deﬁne the corresponding estimate of h0 as
TðHnÞ; where Hn is the empirical distribution of the sample. We assume that T is
regression and afﬁne equivariant, i.e., if y˜ ¼ y þ x0b and *x ¼ C 0x for some full rank
p  p matrix C ; then TðH˜Þ ¼ C1½TðHÞ þ b
; where H˜ is the distribution of ðy˜; *xÞ: In
this case, the model parameter is transformed to *h0 ¼ C1½h0 þ b
:
The asymptotic bias of T at H is deﬁned by
bAðT; HÞ ¼ ½ðTðHÞ  h0Þ0AðTðHÞ  h0Þ

1
2; ð2:3Þ
where A ¼ AðG0Þ is an afﬁne equivariant covariance functional of x; i.e., if xBG0
and *x ¼ BxBG˜0 for some nonsingular p  p matrix B; then AðG˜0Þ ¼ BAðG0ÞB0:
Since we only work with regression and afﬁne equivariant estimates and bAðT; HÞ is
invariant under regression and afﬁne equivariant transformations, we can assume
without loss of generality that A ¼ I (the identity matrix), i.e., G0 is spherical, and
h0 ¼ 0: Therefore the nominal model (2.2) becomes
H0ðy; xÞ ¼
Z x1
N
?
Z xp
N
F0ðyÞ dG0ðjjsjjÞ ð2:4Þ
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and the asymptotic bias (2.3) reduces to
bðT; HÞ ¼ jjTðHÞjj; ð2:5Þ
where jj  jj denotes the Euclidean norm. We assume that T is Fisher consistent at H0;
i.e., TðH0Þ ¼ 0:
Let r be a real valued function deﬁned on the real line R: We impose the same
conditions on r; F0 and G0 as Martin et al. [14].
A1.
(i) r is symmetric and nondecreasing on ½0;NÞ with rð0Þ ¼ 0:
(ii) r is bounded with limv-N rðvÞ ¼ 1:
(iii) r has only a ﬁnite number of discontinuities.
A2. F0 is absolutely continuous with density f0 which is symmetric, continuous and
strictly decreasing for vX0:
A3. G0 is spherical and PG0ðh0x ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0 8hARp with ha0:
Let 0obo1: Then, given a distribution F ; the M-scale functional is deﬁned as
SðFÞ ¼ inf s40 : EF r u
s
 h i
pb
n o
; ð2:6Þ
where u denotes a random variable with distribution F : Given a sample u1;y; un
from F ; the corresponding M-estimate of scale is SðFnÞ; where Fn is the empirical
distribution of u1;y; un: For any hARp let F y be the distribution of the residual
rðhÞ ¼ y  h0x:
To emphasize the independent roles of h and the distribution H of ðy; xÞ; we let
Sðh; HÞ ¼ SðFyÞ:
A functional TðHÞ is said to be an S-estimate functional of regression if there
exists a sequence fhngCRp such that
lim
n-N
hn ¼ TðHÞ ð2:7Þ
and
lim
n-N
Sðhn; HÞ ¼ inf
yARp
Sðh; HÞ: ð2:8Þ
When there exist more than one value TðHÞ satisfying (2.7) and (2.8), we will choose
any TðHÞ whose norm is minimum. We note that the S-estimate functional T of
regression is regression and afﬁne equivariant, and under very mild conditions it is
consistent and asymptotically normal.
In order to express deviation from the nominal distribution H0 we use the
following neighborhood of H0 studied by Ando and Kimura [1]:
PH0ðc; gÞ ¼ fHAM : HðBÞpcH0ðBÞ þ g; 8BABpþ1g; ð2:9Þ
where 0pgo1 and 1 gpcoN: Note that H0ðHÞ is used as both distribution
function and probability measure for convenience.
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This neighborhood (2.9) is called the ðc; gÞ-neighborhood of H0 and is a
generalization of e-contamination and total variation neighborhoods: Let e and d
be some given constants such that eX0; dX0 and eþ do1: When c ¼ 1 e and
g ¼ e; we have the e-contamination neighborhood PH0ð1 e; eÞ; and when c ¼ 1
and g ¼ d; we have the total variation neighborhood PH0ð1; dÞ: We also have the
neighborhood PH0ð1 e; eþ dÞ introduced by Rieder [13] for c ¼ 1 e and
g ¼ eþ d: It is clear that Pðc; gÞ is increasing in c and g: We should point
out that the ðc; gÞ-neighborhood (2.9) is generated by the special capacity vH0
deﬁned as
vH0ðBÞ ¼
gðH0ðBÞÞ for Baf; BABpþ1;
0 for B ¼ f;
(
where
gðtÞ ¼ minfct þ g; 1g; 0ptp1:
See [2] for a general study of this type of special capacities which are the
superposition of probability measures and concave functions. A useful characteriza-
tion of PH0ðc; gÞ is given in [1].
Proposition 2.1. For 0pgo1 and 1 gpcoN it holds that
PH0ðc; gÞ ¼ fH ¼ cðH0  WÞ þ gK :WAWH0;l; KAMg;
where WH0;l is the set of all measures W such that WðBÞpH0ðBÞ holds for 8BABpþ1
and WðRpþ1Þ ¼ l ¼ ðc þ g 1Þ=c:
As an important special case of Proposition 2.1 we obtain the following
characterization of Rieder’s ðe; dÞ-contamination neighborhoods.
Corollary 2.1. For eX0; dX0 and eþ do1 it holds that
PH0ð1 e; eþ dÞ ¼ fH ¼ ð1 eÞðH0  WÞ þ ðeþ dÞK :WAWH0;l; KAMg;
where l ¼ d=ð1 eÞ:
The maximum asymptotic bias of an estimate T over PH0ðc; gÞ is deﬁned as
BTðc; gÞ ¼ supfjjTðHÞjj : HAPH0ðc; gÞg:
Martin et al. [14, Theorems 3.1 and 4.2] derived the maximum asymptotic
bias BTð1 e; eÞ of an S-estimate T over the e-contamination neighborhood
PH0ð1 e; eÞ; and showed that the minimax-bias estimate, which minimizes
BTð1 e; eÞ in the class of all M-estimates with general scale, is given by
an S-estimate based on a jump function r and some b: In the next two sections,
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we extend Martin, Yohai and Zamar’s results to the larger class of neighborhoods
PH0ðc; gÞ:
3. Lower and upper bounds on the maximum asymptotic bias
For any WlAWH0;l let ðH0  WlÞJ1y denote the measure induced from H0  Wl
by Jyðy; xÞ ¼ y  h0x; i.e.,
ðH0  WlÞJ1y ðBÞ ¼ ðH0  WlÞðy  h0xABÞ 8BAB: ð3:1Þ
Let xl ¼ fWy;l : hARpg be a family of Wy;lAWH0;l such that ðH0  Wy;lÞJ1y
depends on h only through jjhjj; and letFl be the set of all such xl: In what follows,
for simplicity we omit the subscript l of xl and Wy;l: For any x ¼ fWygAFl we
deﬁne a function gx of s and jjhjj by
gxðs; jjhjjÞ ¼
Z
Rpþ1
r
y  h0x
s
	 

dðH0  WyÞðy; xÞ: ð3:2Þ
The following B1 is a key condition.
B1. gxðs; jjhjjÞ is continuous, strictly decreasing in s and strictly increasing in jjhjj:
For any xAFl we let
F x
s;jjyjjðvÞ ¼ ðH0  WyÞ
y  h0x
s

pv
	 

; vX0: ð3:3Þ
Note that Fx
s;jjyjjðÞ is used as both function and measure on ðR;BÞ: The following B2
gives a sufﬁcient condition for B1.
B2. F x
s;jjyjjðvÞ is continuous in v; s and jjhjj; strictly increasing in s and strictly
decreasing in jjhjj for s and jjhjj such that 0oF x
s;jjyjjðvÞoð1 gÞ=c:
Lemma 3.1. Assume that A1–A3 are satisfied. Then B2 implies B1.
Proof. Let
r1ðtÞ ¼ inffvX0 : rðvÞXtg for 0ptp1:
Then, for any tA½0; 1Þ we have one of the following three cases:
(a) fvX0 : rðvÞ4tg ¼ ðr1ðtÞ;NÞ;
(b) fvX0 : rðvÞ4tg ¼ ½r1ðtÞ;NÞ;
(c) fvX0 : rðvÞ4tgC
a
ðr1ðtÞ;NÞ:
In the case of (b), by the continuity of F x
s;jjyjjðvÞ in v we have
F x
s;jjyjjðfrðvÞ4tgÞ ¼
1 g
c
 Fx
s;jjyjjðr1ðtÞÞ:
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We also note that case (c) occurs at (at most) countably many t: Therefore
gxðs; jjhjjÞ ¼
Z N
0
rðvÞ dFx
s;jjyjjðvÞ
¼
Z 1
0
Fx
s;jjyjjðfrðvÞ4tgÞ dt
¼ 1 g
c

Z 1
0
F x
s;jjyjjðr1ðtÞÞ dt:
This implies that B1 follows from B2. &
Let #x ¼ fWˆygðAFlÞ and x ¼ fW y gðAFlÞ be the families deﬁned, respectively,
by
WˆyðBÞ ¼ H0 B- y  h0xj j4ajjyjj
c þ g 1
2c
	 
 	 

; 8BABpþ1;
W y ðBÞ ¼ H0 B- y  h0xj jpajjyjj
1 g
2c
	 
 	 

; 8BABpþ1; ð3:4Þ
where ajjyjjðZÞ ð0pZp1Þ denotes the upper 100Z% point of the distribution of y  h0x
under H0 such that
H0ðy  h0x4ajjyjjðZÞÞ ¼ Z:
By (2.4), A2 and A3 the distribution of y  h0x under H0 is symmetirc about the
origin and depends on h through jjhjj: Clearly, ajjyjjðZÞ is strictly increasing in jjhjj: To
show that #x belongs toFl let h1 and h2 be any two vectors with jjh1jj ¼ jjh2jj: Then,
it is easy to see that for NotoN;
ðH0  Wˆy1Þðy  h01xptÞ ¼ ðH0  Wˆy2Þðy  h02xptÞ;
and hence ðH0  Wˆy1ÞJ1y1 ¼ ðH0  Wˆy2ÞJ1y2 : This implies that ðH0  WˆyÞJ1y
depends on h through jjhjj: Also, by the symmetry of y  h0x under H0 and the
deﬁnition of Wˆy we have WˆyðRpþ1Þ ¼ cþg1c and hence WˆyAWH0;l: These facts prove
#x ¼ fWˆygAFl: Similarly, we can show x ¼ fW y gAFl:
Lemma 3.2. Assume that A1–A3 are satisfied. Then g#x and gx are continuous, strictly
decreasing in s and strictly increasing in jjhjj:
Proof. Let Fs;jjyjj be the distribution of jyh
0x
s
j under H0: We ﬁrst show that
Fs;jjyjj satisﬁes B2 with ð1 gÞ=c replaced by 1. To do this we note that the
distribution of h0x under H0 is the same as that of jjhjjz; where z is a random variable
distributed as a0x with jjajj ¼ 1: By A3 and independence of y and x
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(i.e., independence of y and z) we have
Fs;jjyjjðvÞ ¼H0 y  h
0x
s

pv
	 

¼
Z N
N
½F0ðjjhjjz þ svÞ  F0ðjjhjjz  svÞ
 dKðzÞ;
where K denotes the distribution of z: Hence from A2 it follows that Fs;jjyjjðvÞ is
continuous in v; s and jjhjj; strictly increasing in s and strictly decreasing in jjhjj:
Secondly, as easily seen, we have
F
#x
s;jjyjjðvÞ ¼ min Fs;jjyjjðvÞ;
1 g
c
	 

; vX0;
Fx

s;jjyjjðvÞ ¼ max Fs;jjyjjðvÞ 
c þ g 1
c
; 0
	 

; vX0: ð3:5Þ
These facts imply that F
#x
s;jjyjjðvÞ and Fx

s;jjyjjðvÞ satisfy B2. Therefore the lemma follows
from Lemma 3.1. &
We also obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that A1–A3 are satisfied. Then for any s40 and any hARp the
following results hold.
(i) infHAPH0 ðc;gÞ EH r
y  h0x
s
	 
 
¼ cg#xðs; jjhjjÞ;
(ii) supHAPH0 ðc;gÞ EH r
y  h0x
s
	 
 
¼ cgx ðs; jjhjjÞ þ g:
Proof. (i) For #x ¼ fWˆyg let
H
#x
y ¼ cðH0  WˆyÞ þ gD0; ð3:6Þ
where D0 is the distribution with probability 1 at the origin. It is obvious that H
#x
y
belongs to PH0ðc; gÞ: As easily seen, the distribution of jyh
0x
s
j under any HAPH0ðc; gÞ
is stochastically larger than that under H
#x
y : Hence, assertion (i) follows from A1 and
the fact
E
H
#x
y
r
y  h0x
s
	 
 
¼ cg#xðs; jjhjjÞ þ grð0Þ ¼ cg#xðs; jjhjjÞ:
(ii) For x ¼ fW y g let
Hxn;y ¼ cðH0  W y Þ þ gDn; n ¼ 1; 2;y; ð3:7Þ
where Dn is the distribution with probability 1 at ðyn; xnÞ such that xn ¼ lnh; yn ¼
2lnjjhjj2 and ln-N: Then it is clear that Hx

n;y belongs to PH0ðc; gÞ: Since
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jyn  h0xnj ¼ lnjjhjj-N; for any HAPH0ðc; gÞ the distribution of jyh
0x
s
j under Hxn;y is
stochastically larger than that under H for sufﬁciently large n: Hence assertion (ii)
follows from A1 and the fact
lim
n-N
E
Hx

n;y
r
y  h0x
s
	 
 
¼ cgx ðs; jjhjjÞ þ g lim
n-N
r
yn  h0xn
s
	 

¼ cgx ðs; jjhjjÞ þ g: &
Let F0l be the set of all xAFl satisfying B1. Lemma 3.2 shows that #x and x

belong to F0l: For any xAF0l let g1x;1ð; jjhjjÞ be the inverse of gx with respect to s
and g1x;2ðs; Þ the inverse of gx with respect to jjhjj: The following theorem
corresponding to Theorem 3.1 of Martin et al. [14] gives the lower and upper
bounds on BTðc; gÞ of an S-estimate T over PH0ðc; gÞ:
Theorem 3.1. Assume that A1–A3 are satisfied. Then
%
BTðc; gÞpBTðc; gÞp %BTðc; gÞ if gominðb; 1 bÞ;
BTðc; gÞ ¼N if gXminðb; 1 bÞ;
where
%BTðc; gÞ ¼ g1#x;2 g1x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

;
b
c
	 

;
%
BTðc; gÞ ¼ sup
xAF0l
g1x;2 g
1
x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

;
b
c
	 

:
Proof. We ﬁrst show BTðc; gÞp %BTðc; gÞ: Let %d ¼ %BTðc; gÞ: To complete the proof it is
sufﬁcient to show that for any H ¼ cðH0  WÞ þ gKAPH0ðc; gÞ and any jjhjj4 %d we
have
sðh; HÞ4sð0; HÞ;
because by the deﬁnition of T this implies jjTðHÞjjp %d: Note that if
TðHÞ4 %d; then by the deﬁnition of TðHÞ we have TðHÞ ¼ 0; which is a
contradiction. Let
s ¼ g1x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

:
Since
cg#xðs; jjhjjÞ4cg#xðs; %dÞ ¼ b;
there exists s14s such that
cg#xðs1; jjhjjÞ4b:
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Hence, by (i) of Lemma 3.3
EH r
y  h0x
s1
	 
 
Xcg#xðs1; jjhjjÞ4b:
This implies s1psðh; HÞ and hence
sosðh; HÞ: ð3:8Þ
On the other hand, it follows from (ii) of Lemma 3.3 that
EH r
y
s
 h i
pcgx ðs; 0Þ þ g ¼ b:
This implies
sXsð0; HÞ; ð3:9Þ
From (3.8) and (3.9) it follows that
sðh; HÞ4sð0; HÞ:
Secondly, we show BTðc; gÞX
%
BTðc; gÞ: To this end it is sufﬁcient to show that
BxTðc; gÞpBTðc; gÞ holds for any xAF0l: Let dx ¼ BxTðc; gÞ; let d1 be any positive real
number smaller than dx ð0od1odxÞ and let jjhjj ¼ d1: Further, let
Hn ¼ Hxn;y ¼ cðH0  WyÞ þ gDn;
where Dn is the distribution with probability 1 at ðyn; xnÞ with xn ¼ lnh; ln-N and
yn ¼ hxn: To complete the proof it is sufﬁcient to show
sup
n
jjTðHnÞjjXd1: ð3:10Þ
Assume that (3.10) is not true. Then there exists a subsequence fhing of fhng such
that TðHinÞ ¼ hin ; limn-N hin ¼ *h and jj*hjjojjhjj ¼ d1: In what follows, we denote in
by n for simplicity.
By Lemma 3.2 we have
EHn r
y  h0nx
s
	 
 
4cgxðs; 0Þ þ gr yn  h
0
nxn
s
	 

:
Let s˜ ¼ g1x;1 bgc ; 0
 
: Since
lim
n-N
jyn  h0nxnj ¼ limn-N lnðjjh
jj2  h0hnÞ ¼N;
we see that for any sos˜
lim
n-N
EHn r
y  h0nx
s
	 
 
4cgxðs˜; 0Þ þ g ¼ b:
This implies that
lim
n-N
sðhn; HnÞXs 8sos˜:
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Thus
lim
n-N
sðhn; HnÞXs˜: ð3:11Þ
On the other hand, we see
cgxðs˜; d1Þocgxðs˜; dxÞ ¼ b;
and hence there exists s1os˜ such that cgxðs1; d1Þob: Hence
EHn r
y  h0x
s1
 !" #
¼ cgxðs1; jjhjjÞ þ gr yn  h
0xn
s1
 !
¼ cgxðs1; d1Þob:
This implies
sðh; HnÞps1: ð3:12Þ
From (3.11) and (3.12) it follows that
sðh; HnÞps1os˜p lim
n-N
sðhn; HnÞ:
Since this contradicts the fact that TðHnÞ ¼ hn minimizes sð; HnÞ for each n; we
obtain (3.10) and hence
BxTðc; gÞpBTðc; gÞ:
To show the last part of the theorem, we let bp0:5: Then minðb; 1 bÞ ¼ b and
lim
gmb
g1x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

¼ lim
t-0
g1x;1ðt; 0Þ ¼N:
Hence
lim
gmb
g1#x;2 g
1
x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

;
b
c
	 

¼ lim
s-N
g1#x;2 s;
b
c
	 

¼N:
Similarly, we can show
lim
gmb
g1x;2 g
1
x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

;
b
c
	 

¼N:
This completes the proof of the theorem. &
Remark 3.1. When c ¼ 1 e and g ¼ e (i.e., the e-contamination case), we have
l ¼ 0: This implies g#x ¼ gx ¼ g and %BTðc; gÞ ¼
%BTðc; gÞ ¼ BTð1 e; eÞ; where
gðs; jjhjjÞ ¼ EH0 r
y  h0x
s
	 
 
;
BTð1 e; eÞ ¼ g12 g11
b  e
1 e; 0
	 

;
b
1 e
	 

for eominðb; 1 bÞ;
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and g11 ð; jjhjjÞ and g12 ðs; Þ are the inverses of g with respect to s and jjhjj;
respectively. Thus Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 3.1 of Martin et al. [14]. It is a
key point that gðs; jjhjjÞ is continuous, strictly decreasing in s and strictly increasing
in jjhjj: This result follows from the facts that as shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2
the distribution Fs;jjyjj of
yh0x
s
  under H0 is continuous, strictly increasing in s and
strictly decreasing in jjhjj and that
gðs; jjhjjÞ ¼ 1
Z 1
0
Fs;jjyjjðr1ðtÞÞ dt;
which gives another proof of Lemma 3.1 in Martin et al. [14].
4. The normal distribution model
We consider the case that the nominal distribution H0 of ðy; xÞ is the multivariate
normal distribution Nð0; Ipþ1Þ; where Ipþ1 denotes the ðp þ 1Þ  ðp þ 1Þ identity
matrix. In this case, under H0; y  h0x is normally distributed with Nð0; 1þ jjhjj2Þ:
We denote by f the density function of the standard normal distribution Nð0; 1Þ:
For any x ¼ fWygAF0l let jxjjyjj denote the density function of the measure
ðH0  WyÞJ1y [see (3.1)]. It readily follows that
0pjxjjyjjðvÞp
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q f vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q
0
B@
1
CA;
Z N
N
jxjjyjjðvÞ dv ¼
1 g
c
;
and
gxðs; jjhjjÞ ¼
Z N
N
rðvÞsjxjjyjjðsvÞ dv:
Let jxjjyjj be expressed in the form of
jxjjyjjðvÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q fx vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q
0
B@
1
CA; NovoN; ð4:1Þ
where fx ð0pfxpfÞ is some measurable function. Then we have
gxðs; jjhjjÞ ¼ hx
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q
s
0
@
1
A
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where
hxðtÞ ¼
Z N
N
rðvÞ 1
t
fx
v
t
 
dv; t40:
Therefore
g1x;1ðt; jjhjjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q
=h1x ðtÞ;
g1x;2ðs; tÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðsh1x ðtÞÞ2  1
q
:
Thus we obtain
g1x;2 g
1
x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

;
b
c
	 

¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1x
b
c
 
h1x
bg
c
 
2
4
3
5
2
1
vuuut : ð4:2Þ
As easily seen, for #x ¼ fWˆygAF0l we have
j
#x
jjyjjðvÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q f#x vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q
0
B@
1
CA; NovoN; ð4:3Þ
where
f#xðvÞ ¼
fðvÞ if 0pjvjpz cþg1
2c
 ;
0 if jvj4z cþg1
2c
 ;
8<
: ð4:4Þ
and zðZÞ denotes the upper 100Z% point of Nð0; 1Þ: Also, for x ¼ fW y gAF0l we
have
jx

jjyjjðvÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q fx vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ jjhjj2
q
0
B@
1
CA; NovoN; ð4:5Þ
where
fx ðvÞ ¼
0 if 0pjvjoz 1g
2c
 ;
fðvÞ if jvjXz 1g
2c
 :
8<
: ð4:6Þ
Therefore
g1#x;2 g
1
x;1
b  g
c
; 0
	 

;
b
c
	 

¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1#x
b
c
 
h1x
bg
c
 
2
4
3
5
2
1
vuuut : ð4:7Þ
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We are now interested in S-estimates based on the following jump function:
raðvÞ ¼
0 if jvjoa;
1 if jvjXa:

: ð4:8Þ
Since the S-estimate based on ra does not depend on the choice of a; we hereafter
take a ¼ 1: For a given sample u ¼ ðu1;y; unÞ; the M-estimate of scale based on r1 is
given by
snðuÞ ¼ jujðn½nb
Þ;
where jujð1Þ;y; jujðnÞ are the order statistics for ju1j;y; junj; and ½a
 denotes the
largest integer smaller than or equal to a: The S-estimate based on r1 and b is
denoted by Tb: Note that Tbð¼ T0:5Þ corresponding to b ¼ 0:5 is Rousseeuw’s [16]
least median of squares (LMS-) estimate. Martin et al. [14] shows that in the
case of e-contamination neighborhoods the estimate Tb with a properly chosen b
minimizes BTð1 e; eÞ in the class of M-estimates with general scale. As easily seen,
we have
h#x;1ðtÞ ¼
0 if 0pto 1
z cþg1
2c
 ;
2 1 c þ g 1
2c
 F 1
t
	 
 
if tX 1
z cþg1
2c
 ;
8>><
>>:
ð4:9Þ
and
hx;1ðtÞ ¼
2 1 F 1
t
	 
 
if 0ptp 1
z 1g
2c
 ;
1 g
c
if t4 1
z 1g
2c
 :
8>><
>>>:
ð4:10Þ
Therefore, from (4.9) and (4.10) it follows that
h1#x;1
b
c
	 

¼ 1
F 1 bþgþc1
2c
 ;
h1x;1
b  g
c
	 

¼ 1
F 1 bg
2c
 :
The following theorem states that when cp1; we can exactly obtain BTbðc; gÞ:
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Theorem 4.1. Assume that the nominal distribution H0 of ðy; xÞ is Nð0; Ipþ1Þ and let
cp1: Then
B2Tbðc; gÞ ¼
F1 1 bg
2c
 
F1 1 bþgþc1
2c
 
2
4
3
5
2
1 if gominðb; 1 bÞ;
N if gXminðb; 1 bÞ:
8>><
>>:
ð4:11Þ
Proof. Let xk ¼ fW ky g be the element of F0l such that the density jxkjjyjj of the
measure ðH0  W ky ÞJ1y is given by (4.1) with fx replaced by
fxkðvÞ ¼
fðvÞ if 0pjvjoz1;
k
2ðz2  z1Þ if z1pjvjoz2;
fðvÞ if jvjXz2;
8><
>: ð4:12Þ
where k is a constant satisfying 0okomin 2ðz2  z1Þfðz2Þf g; z1 ¼ z bþk
2
  and z2 ¼
z b
2
 cþg1
2c
 : It is easy to see that
hxkðtÞ ¼
2 1 F 1
t
	 
	 

if 0pto 1
z2
;
2ð1 Fðz2ÞÞ þ k
z2  z1 z2 
1
t
	 

if 1
z2
pto 1
z1
;
2 1 c þ g 1
2c
 F 1
t
	 
	 

if tX 1
z1
:
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð4:13Þ
Since cp1; we have
hxk
1
z2
	 

X
b  g
c
and hxk
1
z1
	 

pb
c
;
and hence
h1xk
b  g
c
	 

¼ 1
F1 1 bg2c
  ¼ h1x b  gc
	 

; ð4:14Þ
h1xk
b
c
	 

¼ 1
F1 1 bþgþc1
2c
  ¼ h1#x bc
	 

: ð4:15Þ
Therefore we obtain
%
BTbðc; gÞ ¼ %BTbðc; gÞ from Theorems 3.1, (4.2), (4.7) and
xkAF0l: This completes the proof of the theorem. &
Remark 4.1. 1. When cp1; the neighborhood PH0ðc; gÞ is the one introduced by
Rieder [15] (let c ¼ 1 e and g ¼ eþ d).
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2. When c ¼ 1 e and g ¼ e; Theorem 4.1 becomes
B2Tbð1 e; eÞ ¼
F1 1 be
2ð1eÞ
 
F1 1 b
2ð1eÞ
 
2
4
3
5
2
1 if gominðb; 1 bÞ;
N if gXminðb; 1 bÞ;
8>><
>>:
which is (3.24) in [14].
Next we consider the case of c41: Let F1l be the set of all x ¼ fWygAF0l such
that jxjjyjj is expressed as (4.1). Then we obtain the following result from (4.2).
Corollary 4.1. Assume that the nominal distribution H0 of ðy; xÞ is Nð0; Ipþ1Þ and let
c41: Then
%
B0Tbðc; gÞpBTbðc; gÞp %BTbðc; gÞ if gominðb; 1 bÞ;
BTbðc; gÞ ¼N if gXminðb; 1 bÞ;
ð4:16Þ
where
%B2Tbðc; gÞ ¼
F1 1 bg
2c
 
F1 1 bþgþc1
2c
 
2
4
3
5
2
1;
%
B02Tbðc; gÞ ¼ sup
xAF1l
h1x
b
c
 
h1x
bg
c
 
2
4
3
5
2
1:
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Table 1
BTb ðc; gÞ for b ¼ 0:5 ðcp1; 0pgo0:5Þ
g
c 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45
0.55 — — — — — — — — — — — — — 14.77
0.60 — — — — — — — — — — — — 6.49 16.52
0.65 — — — — — — — — — — — 3.96 7.28 18.29
0.70 — — — — — — — — — — 2.73 4.45 8.07 20.08
0.75 — — — — — — — — — 2.01 3.10 4.95 8.88 21.90
0.80 — — — — — — — — 1.51 2.30 3.46 5.46 9.70 23.73
0.85 — — — — — — — 1.14 1.76 2.59 3.83 5.97 10.52 25.58
0.90 — — — — — — 0.82 1.36 2.01 2.88 4.20 6.49 11.36 27.45
0.95 — — — — — 0.52 1.05 1.58 2.25 3.17 4.58 7.01 12.20 29.34
0.96 — — — — 0.46 0.58 1.09 1.63 2.30 3.23 4.65 7.12 12.37 29.71
0.97 — — — 0.39 0.52 0.63 1.13 1.67 2.35 3.29 4.73 7.22 12.54 30.09
0.98 — — 0.31 0.45 0.57 0.68 1.17 1.71 2.40 3.35 4.80 7.33 12.71 30.47
0.99 — 0.22 0.39 0.51 0.62 0.72 1.21 1.75 2.44 3.41 4.88 7.44 12.88 30.85
1.00 0.00 0.31 0.45 0.56 0.67 0.77 1.25 1.80 2.49 3.46 4.95 7.54 13.05 31.24
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Remark 4.2. When cX1; we have PH0ð1; gÞCPH0ðc; gÞ: Therefore, from Theorem
4.1 and xkAF1l it follows that
%
B0Tbð1; gÞ ¼ BTbð1; gÞpBTbðc; gÞ:
We are concerned with the LMS-estimate T0:5 with b ¼ 0:5: Table 1 shows the
values of BT0:5ðc; gÞ for selected cp1 and g: Note that the values on the diagonal line
of Table 1 correspond to the case of e-contamination neighborhoods. Table 2
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Table 3
%BTb ðc; gÞ for b ¼ 0:5 ðc41; 0pgo0:5Þ
g
c 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45
1.0 0.00 0.31 0.45 0.57 0.67 0.77 1.26 1.80 2.50 3.47 4.96 7.55 13.05 31.24
1.1 0.73 0.82 0.90 0.99 1.08 1.17 1.64 2.22 2.98 4.06 5.72 8.61 14.77 35.08
1.2 1.09 1.17 1.26 1.34 1.43 1.51 2.01 2.64 3.47 4.66 6.50 9.70 16.52 38.97
1.3 1.41 1.49 1.58 1.66 1.75 1.85 2.38 3.05 3.96 5.26 7.28 10.80 18.29 42.91
1.4 1.72 1.80 1.89 1.98 2.07 2.17 2.74 3.47 4.46 5.88 8.08 11.92 20.09 46.89
1.5 2.01 2.10 2.19 2.29 2.39 2.50 3.10 3.89 4.96 6.50 8.88 13.05 21.90 50.91
1.6 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.60 2.71 2.82 3.47 4.31 5.47 7.12 9.70 14.20 23.73 54.97
1.8 2.88 2.99 3.10 3.22 3.34 3.47 4.21 5.18 6.50 8.40 11.36 16.52 27.46 63.18
2.0 3.47 3.59 3.71 3.84 3.98 4.13 4.96 6.05 7.55 9.70 13.05 18.89 31.24 71.52
2.5 4.96 5.11 5.27 5.44 5.62 5.81 6.89 8.31 10.25 13.05 17.40 24.97 40.94 92.79
3.0 6.50 6.69 6.89 7.10 7.32 7.55 8.88 10.64 13.05 16.52 21.90 31.24 50.91 114.59
4.0 9.70 9.97 10.25 10.54 10.85 11.17 13.05 15.52 18.89 23.73 31.24 44.23 71.52 159.42
5.0 13.05 13.40 13.76 14.15 14.55 14.97 17.40 20.60 24.97 31.24 40.94 57.69 92.79 205.51
10.0 31.24 32.02 32.83 33.69 34.58 35.51 40.94 48.04 57.69 71.52 92.79 129.37 205.51 447.93
Table 2
BTb ð1 e; eþ dÞ for b ¼ 0:5 ð0peo0:5; 0pdo0:5Þ
d
e 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45
0.00 0.00 0.31 0.45 0.57 0.67 0.77 1.26 1.80 2.50 3.47 4.96 7.55 13.05 31.24
0.01 0.22 0.39 0.52 0.63 0.73 0.83 1.32 1.88 2.61 3.65 5.28 8.19 14.77 40.44
0.02 0.32 0.46 0.58 0.68 0.78 0.88 1.38 1.97 2.74 3.85 5.64 8.95 16.96 56.33
0.03 0.39 0.52 0.63 0.74 0.84 0.94 1.45 2.06 2.87 4.07 6.04 9.84 19.83 89.56
0.04 0.46 0.58 0.69 0.79 0.89 0.99 1.51 2.15 3.02 4.31 6.50 10.90 23.73 196.21
0.05 0.53 0.64 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 1.59 2.25 3.18 4.58 7.02 12.20 29.34 —
0.10 0.83 0.93 1.04 1.15 1.26 1.37 2.01 2.88 4.21 6.50 11.36 27.46 — —
0.15 1.14 1.26 1.37 1.50 1.63 1.77 2.59 3.84 5.98 10.53 25.59 — — —
0.20 1.51 1.65 1.80 1.96 2.12 2.30 3.47 5.47 9.70 23.73 — — — —
0.25 2.01 2.19 2.39 2.61 2.84 3.10 4.96 8.88 21.90 — — — — —
0.30 2.74 3.01 3.31 3.64 4.02 4.46 8.08 20.09 — — — — — —
0.35 3.96 4.42 4.96 5.59 6.35 7.28 18.29 — — — — — — —
0.40 6.50 7.55 8.88 10.64 13.05 16.52 — — — — — — — —
0.45 14.77 19.63 28.08 45.89 103.63 — — — — — — — — —
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presents the values of BT0:5ð1 e; eþ dÞ for selected e and d (0peo0:5; 0pdo0:5),
which shows the maximum asymptotic bias of T0:5 over Rieder’s ðe; dÞ-
contamination neighborhoods. Table 3 gives the upper bounds %BT0:5ðc; gÞ for
selected cX1 and g:
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